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Abstract. This paper presents an experiment of statistical word stem-
ming based on a�xality measurements. These measurements quantify
three characteristics of language. In this experiment we tested one strat-
egy of stemming with three di�erent sizes of training data. The developed
stemmer was used by the automatic summarization system Cortex to
preprocess input texts and produce readable summaries. All summaries
were evaluated as part of the INEX 2012 Tweet Contextualization Track.
We present the results of evaluation and a discussion about our stemming
strategy.
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1 Introduction

The task proposed in the INEX 2012 Tweet Contextualization Track consists in
obtaining some textual context from the English Wikipedia about the subject
of a tweet. The �nal contextualization of the tweet should take the form of a
readable summary of 500 words. An amount of 1133 documents, contextualized
tweets with text from Wikipedia from November 2011, were processed in order
to obtained summaries. Bibliographic references an empty Wikipedia pages were
omitted.

The evaluation of summaries was done by the INEX organizers taking into ac-
count informativeness and readability. The former was obtained using Kullback-
Leibler divergence with Dirichlet smoothing by comparing n-gram distributions.
The latter was accomplished by the participants in the track; they evaluated the
summaries taking into account syntax, anaphoric resolution and redundancy.
More details of the system of evaluation and the INEX 2012 Tweet Contextual-
ization Track could be found in [1].



For this track we developed a stemmer based on morphological segmentation.
The stemmer was coupled with Cortex, an automatic summarization system,
in order to generate the summaries. We tested three sizes of training corpora to
determine the best option for statistical stemming for English.

The organization of this paper is as follows: in Section 2 we review some
approaches of morphological segmentation; in Section 3 we present word stem-
ming; in Section 4 we describe the a�xality measurements; Section 5 presents
the stemming strategy; evaluation obtained in INEX track is expose in Section
6 and �nally, in Section 7, we brie�y present our conclusions and future work.

2 Morphological Segmentation

The �rst work for unsupervised discovery of morphological units of language
is due to Zellig Harris [2]. His method, commonly known as frequent succes-

sor, consists in counting di�erent letters or symbols before and after a possible
morphological boundary. As more di�erent symbols, the probability of a true
morphological cut increases. This approach shown, among other things, that
uncertainty is a well clue for morphological segmentation.

Now a day, one of the most utilized methods for unsupervised learning of
morphology is based on Minimum Description Length (MDL) approach. This
has been developed as a computational system called Linguistica [3, 4].1 This
method tries to obtain a lexicon of morphs inferred from a corpus. The best
lexicon is the one that has the less redundancy, i.e. when the description length
of the data is the lowest. Also, this utilizes some combinatorial structures called
signatures in order to improve segmentation. This method has been employed
for stemming work in [5]. In that paper the developed stemmer was utilized for
an information retrieval task instead of summarization.

The mission of preprocessing documents for tasks of NLP, such as Question
Answering, Information Retrieval or Automatic Text Summarization, in agglu-
tinative languages is more complex. This is due to the fact that agglutinative
languages have numerous combinations of morphs rather than a simple pre�x-

stem-su�x combination. A method of unsupervised morphological segmentation
for these kinds of languages is called Morfessor [6�9]. 2 This approach uses MDL
by Maximum a Posteriori framework. Also, it integrates a morphotactic analysis
to represent each word by a Hidden Markov Model (HMM). We are not sure if
this method has been used for word stemming.

3 Word stemming

The majority of NLP systems preprocesses documents in order to decrease the
Vector Space Model representation. This is the case of Cortex, which will be
explained below. A well-known strategy for that purpose is word stemming, i.e.

1 http://linguistica.uchicago.edu
2 http://www.cis.hut.�/projects/morpho/



truncating words by eliminating the in�ection. Also, it is possible to remove
derivational a�xes.

The methods most widely used for word stemming are created by means
of hand-made rules, like [10, 11]. These kinds of stemmers have been success-
fully applied for European languages. However, languages with more complex
morphology than English, such as agglutinative ones, need unsupervised mor-
phological strategies in order to deal with language complexity.

In [12] a review of stemming methods is presented. The variety of stemming
approaches includes: distance function to measure an orthographical similarity
[13], directed graphs [14, 5], and frequency of n-grams of letters [15]. Moreover,
there are some works about stemming evaluation in information retrieval tasks,
for example [16, 17].

4 A�xality Measurements

The a�xality measurements used to morphological segmentation were proposed
for Spanish in [18, 19]. These measurements have been also applied to Czech [20],
and to the Amerindian Languages Chuj and Tarahumara [21]. This approach lies
on the linguistic idea that there is a force between segments of a word (morphs)
called a�xality. If we can quantify this a�xality, we can expect some peaks
where morphological cuts are possible. In next sections we present the way to
calculate these measurements.

4.1 Entropy

As we said above, Harris's approach revealed that uncertainty helps to morpho-
logical segmentation. This uncertainty could be seen as the Shannon's concept
of information content (entropy) [22]. To calculate the entropy of a possible
segmentation, given ai,j ::bi,j as a word segmentation, and Bi,j as a set of all
segments combined with ai,j , we can used the formula:

H (ai,j :: Bi,j) = −
∑

p (bk,j)× log2 (p (bk,j)) (1)

where k = 1, 2, 3, . . . |Bi,j | and each bk,j ∈ Bi,j . For our purpose we tested
peaks of entropy from right to left in order to discover su�xes.

4.2 Economy Principle

The Economy Principle could be understood as follows: fewer units at one level
of language are combined in order to create a great number of other units at the
next level. Taking advantage of this principle, we can de�ne a stem as a word
segment that belong to a big set of relatively infrequent units, and a�xes as word
segments that belong to a small set of frequent ones. In [23] a quanti�cation of
this economy was suggested, however, we present a reformulation. Given a word



segmentation ai,j ::bi,j , the economy of a segmentation is calculated depending
on type of morph hypothesized:

Kp
i,j = 1−

|Ai,j | − |Api,j |
|Bsi,j |

; Ks
i,j = 1−

|Bi,j | − |Bsi,j |
|Api,j |

(2)

where Ai,j is the set of segments which alternate with bi,j (ai,j ∈ Ai,j), and
Bi,j a set of segments which alternate with ai,j (bi,j ∈ Bi,j). Also, let Api,j be
the set of segments which are likely pre�xes, and Bsi,j the set of segments which
are likely su�xes.

4.3 Numbers of Squares

Joseph Greenberg [24] proposed the concept of square when four expressions of
language, let say A, B, C, D, are combined to form AC, BC, AD, and BD. Hence,
we set ci,j as a number of squares found in segment j of the word i.

5 Stemming Strategy

The a�xality of all possible segmentations within a word is estimated by an
average of normalized values of the three explained measurements:

AFn (sx) =
cx/max ci + kx/max ki + hx/max hi

3
(3)

To calculate this a�xality, a training corpus of raw text is required. In this
track we use three di�erent sizes of 100k, 200k, and 500k word tokens. With an
index of a�xality calculated for each possible word segment, it is possible to
choose a strategy for morphological segmentation; for example [19] propounded
four strategies.

In this experiment we use a peak-valley strategy for segmentation. Given a
set of a�xality indexes inside a word afki , let af

k
i−1 < afki > afki+1 be a peak

of a�xality from left to right, where k is the length of the word plus one (the
ending of the word). The main disadvantage of this approach is that small peaks
are taking into account generating oversegmentation.

Regarding stemming, we truncate words at most left peak of a�xality. For a
language with scare morphology like English, we can imagine that a most right
peak of a�xality could be su�cient for stemming. However, in order to improve
Cortex summarization, we decide to strongly con�ate words by a left-peak
strategy. Next section explains CORTEX's approach.

5.1 Cortex Summarizer

As we mentioned before, Cortex is an automatic text summarizer system. A
wide explanation of this summarizer could be found in [25�29]. Here, we brie�y



describe some relevant aspects. First, Cortex represents input documents in
Vector Space Model. To do that, the documents should be preprocessed. Actu-
ally, we incorporate our stemmer in this step.

After preprocessing, a frequency matrix γ is generated representing the pres-
ence and absence of words (terms) in a sentence:

γ =


γ11 γ12 . . . γ

1
i . . . γ

1
M

γ21 γ22 . . . γ
2
i . . . γ

2
M

...
...

. . .
...

. . .
...

γP1 γP2 . . . γPi . . . γPM

 , γµi ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . } (4)

each element γµi of this matrix represents the number of occurrences of the
wordi in the sentence µ; 1 ≤ i ≤M words, 1 ≤ µ ≤ P sentences.

Then, statistical information is extracted from the matrix by calculating
some metrics. More information about these metrics could be found in [30]. A
summary of this metrics is o�ered here; they are based on frequencies, entropy,
measures of Hamming and hybrid values.

1. Frequency measures.
(a) Term Frequency: Fµ =

∑M
i=1 γ

µ
i

(b) Interactivity of segments: Iµ =
∑M

i=1
ξµi 6=0

∑P
j=1
j 6=µ

ξji

(c) Sum of probability frequencies: ∆µ =
∑M
i=1 piγ

µ
i ; pi = word's i probabil-

ity
2. Entropy. Eµ = −

∑M
i=1
ξµi 6=0

pi log2 pi

3. Measures of Hamming. These metrics use a Hamming matrixH, a square
matrix M ×M :

Hm
n =

P∑
j=1

{
1 if ξjm 6= ξjn
0 elsewhere

}
for

m ∈ [2,M ]
n ∈ [1,m]

(5)

(a) Hamming distances: Ψµ =
∑M

m=2
ξµm 6=0

∑m
n=1
ξµn 6=0

Hm
n

(b) Hamming weight of segments: φµ =
∑M
i=1 ξ

µ
i

(c) Sum of Hamming weight of words per segment: Θµ =
∑M

i=1
ξµi 6=0

ψi; every

word. ψi =
∑P
µ=1 ξ

µ
i

(d) Hamming heavy weight: Πµ = φµΘµ

(e) Sum of Hamming weights of words by frequency: Ωµ =
∑M
i=1 ψiγ

µ
i

4. Titles. θµ = cos
(∑M

i=1 γ
µ
i Title

‖γµ‖‖Title‖

)
Finally, a decision algorithm combines those metrics to score sentences. Two

averages are calculated, λµ > 0.5, and λµ < 0.5 (λµ = 0.5 is ignored):

µ∑
α =

Γ∑
ν=1

‖λνµ‖>0.5

(wwλνµww− 0.5
)
;

µ∑
β =

Γ∑
ν=1

‖λνµ‖<0.5

(
0.5−

wwλνµww) (6)



The next expression is used to calculate the score of each sentence:

If

(
µ∑
α >

µ∑
β

)

then Λµ = 0.5 +

∑µ
α

Γ
else Λµ = 0.5−

∑µ
β

Γ

Cortex sorts �nal sentences by using Λµ;µ = 1, · · · , P . Additionally, Cor-
tex let us delimit a compression rate, which was �xed at 500 words.

6 Experiments and Results

6.1 Design of Experiments

We made use of three sizes of training corpora, 100K, 200K, and 500K word
tokens, to test our stemmer. With these sizes we performed the three runs for
INEX track. The assigned numbers of runs were 153 (100K), 154 (200K), and
155 (500K). The corpus for evaluation was the 1133 contextualized tweets with
text from Wikipedia from November 2011. About training corpora, we selected
24 documents from the same contextualized tweets.

6.2 Results

For informativeness, Cortex, coupled with our stemmer, obtained rank 12, 14,
and 15. Average scores of informativeness are shown in Table 1. The best run in
this evaluation was run 154 (200K).

Table 1. Average scores of informativeness

Rank Run Unigrams Bigrams Skip

12 154 0.8233 0.9254 0.9251
14 155 0.8253 0.9280 0.9274
15 153 0.8266 0.9291 0.9290

Those scores were computed by organizers using a Perl script (inexqa-eval.pl);
for details about this script check [1].

On the other hand, the best results for readability evaluation were obtained
by run 155 (500K), see Table 2. Comparing our results with other runs, run 155
(500K) obtained rank 4 in relevance, rank 6 in syntax, and rank 9 in structure.
The worst run in our experiment was the run 153 (100K) in both evaluations.



Table 2. Scores of readability

Run Relevance Syntax Structure

155 0.6968 0.6161 0.5315
154 0.5352 0.5305 0.4748
153 0.4984 0.4576 0.3784

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we reported an experiment using a stemmer based on morphological
segmentation. We used a�xality measurements in order to segment words. This
stemmer was coupled with Cortex, an automatic summarization system.

We suggested the next stemming strategy: given some peaks of a�xality of a
word, we truncated at most left peak. Also, we tested three training corpus sizes
to obtain statistical information for the a�xality indexes: 100K, 200K, and 500K
word tokens. Our two goals were to know if our stemming strategy can produce
readable summaries, and if di�erent sizes of training corpora can improve the
Cortex performance.

According to results of evaluation, our stemming strategy produces not only
readable summaries but also competitive ones. That is, from an average of rele-
vance, syntax, and structure (0.6148), run 155 obtained a rank 7 among 27 runs.
What is more, concerning informativeness, run 154 obtained rank 12 among 33
participants.

Regarding corpus sizes, it is not clear what size is the best for English, be-
tween 200K and 500K word tokens. However, it is clear that increasing corpus
size is a good strategy because 100K obtained the worst results. Additionally, a
greater training corpus gives better position in the ranking, for example, from
an average of relevance, syntax, and structure, run 155 (500K) obtained rank 7
and run 153 (100K) obtained rank 15.

In future experiments we will test di�erent strategies for morphological seg-
mentation and stemming. Additionally, we can test di�erent stemming approaches,
such as Porter's stemmer.
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